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CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDER FOR A SUCCESSFUL HOMECOMING

Y.M.C.A. Seeks B.J.C. Interest

Paul E. Keyser, Regional Director of Northwest Y.M.C.A., visited BJC last week for two major purposes:

1. To introduce the inter-collegiate program of the Y.M. and

2. To discuss the advisability of BJC forming a Y.M.C.A. local organization.

The students of the music teachers schedule, including a radio talk and addresses to several interested club organizations, Paul C. Beach, from the British embassy in Washington, D.C., spoke to a group at BJC concerning several points of interest.

The film should prove of particular interest to French students, to develop a first-rate means of passing the work of artists of whom we do not wish to bring canned knowledge.

The accompanying narration is provided a first-rate means of passing the biblical stories and our understanding and enjoyment of it. As a result of the outstanding work of Mr. A. H. Chatburn in the development of the audio-visual aids

The film was highly acclaimed by those who were able to see it.

Music Teachers to Present Recital

The students of the music teachers and addresses to several interested club organizations, Paul C. Beach, from the British embassy in Washington, D.C., spoke to a group at BJC concerning several points of interest.

Friday-Union nite.

Students Hear English Diplomat

Along with a heavy speaking schedule, including a radio talk

Mr. Myers is the chairman of the recital.

The students of the music teachers schedule, including a radio talk and addresses to several interested club organizations, Paul C. Beach, from the British embassy in Washington, D.C., spoke to a group at BJC concerning several points of interest.

The film should prove of particular interest to French students, to develop a first-rate means of passing the work of artists of whom we do not wish to bring canned knowledge.

The accompanying narration is provided a first-rate means of passing the biblical stories and our understanding and enjoyment of it. As a result of the outstanding work of Mr. A. H. Chatburn in the development of the audio-visual aids

The film was highly acclaimed by those who were able to see it.

Language Dept. to Present French Film

Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 8 p.m. in room 202, the Boise Junior college French Language Department will present a French movie, entitled "L'Evangile de Pierre et nous." To which the public is cordially invited. There will be no admission charge.

The film narrates the life of Christ and uses photographs of medieval stone carvings of French cathedrals, describing scenes from the life of the Savior.

We hear tell of a certain teacher's lesson was so boring the other day that two of the supply chairs got up and walked out.

We were told that a certain teacher's lesson was so boring the other day that two of the supply chairs got up and walked out.

In French, but since the story is familiar to all of us, anybody understands and enjoys it.

The film shows scenes of painting, clothing, art lovers and to anybody with a sense of art and appreciation. This film was shown last year to some of the classes at BJC and was highly acclaimed by those who were able to see it.

B.J.C. Receives Merit Certificate

President Chaffee announced last Thursday that Boise Junior college had received a certificate of merit for outstanding work in the field of audio-visual education.

This certificate was presented to President M. E. Cole of the Idaho state department of education on behalf of the students' committee of the "Audio-Visual Guide.""
No Boarding Nest for Tots

As college students, we are now in the adult world. We should think like adults and act like adults—we should know that we are responsible for ourselves.

It seems, however, that too many students come to college with that "what the hell" attitude. They don't give a hoot about responsibility, they don't care what happens to anyone or anything that isn't their. They're perfectly happy to "tear up the joint" any time, any place, because after all, it isn't theirs. They just want to have a big, gay time—all the time.

What are these characters? Just big showoffs, big noises. BJC doesn't need them. BJC is a college—not a boarding house for overgrown children.
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